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After supper she got out her book and learned me about Moses and the 
Bulrushers, and I was in a sweat to find out all about him; but by and by she 
let it out that Moses had been dead a considerable long time; so then I didn’t 
care no more about him, because I don’t take no stock in dead people.
    —Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
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Walking the Freeway 
Two interstate highways, I-95 and I-91, intersect near the center of New Haven, Connecticut, walling it 
off, for the most part, from the sea, and rewriting its history, its social organization, and its topography. 
Though the interstates themselves have existed for barely half a century, their Y-shaped joinder—known 
to drivers throughout the Northeast, with a shudder, as the Merge—has undergone a seemingly endless 
process of rebuilding, modification, and repair. The most recent reconstruction of the Merge, the I-95 
New Haven Harbor Crossing (NHHC) Corridor Improvement Plan, cost $2.2 billion, rebuilt seven miles of 
highway, and, to date, has spanned the early decades of the millennium.1 
The history and political economy of American interstates, including the Merge, have been 
extensively studied. Less attention, however, has been given to how the Merge functions visually: how 
it creates, with concrete and steel, a point of view from which the Connecticut landscape—and, by 
extension, the American landscape—is read and understood.
A photographer, by necessity, must grapple with points of view and lines of sight. A foreign 
photographer in an unfamiliar place—say, an Irishman in New Haven, as adrift as a Connecticut Yankee 
in King Arthur’s Court—must walk in and through and around those lines of sight to come to an 
understanding of where he is and how he can make his pictures. In the course of doing so, if he is a 
curious soul, he needs to ask how and why the lines of sight came to be constructed the way they were. 
His picture making becomes a kind of praxis, with the unpacking of the social landscape inseparable 
from his own history and the practical act of walking and seeing. 
Photographs build out of the visual continuum a linguistic structure that is otherwise invisible. In 
photographs we see that the Merge both instantiates a certain narrative of New Haven, and of America, 
and places the driver, as a reader, in the position from which this narrative becomes legible. By looking at 
the Merge photographically, by studying its construction and visual function, we begin to understand the 
internal logic of its politics and mythology.

Defense Highways
The official name of the American interstate network is the National System of Interstate and Defense 
Highways. It is, of course, a giant piece of civil engineering, but it is also, both functionally and 
narratively, a defense system, a piece of military architecture. The support of a military man—President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower—was so critical to the passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, which 
gave birth to the interstates, that the system unofficially bears his name. According to the Department of 
Transportation:
After taking office in January 1953, President Eisenhower made revitalizing the Nation’s 
highways one of the goals of his first term. As an army Lieutenant Colonel in 1919, Eisenhower 
had accompanied a military convoy across the United States and saw the poor condition of 
our Nation’s roads. Later, during his World War II stint as Commander of the Allied Forces, his 
admiration for Germany’s well-engineered Autobahn highway network reinforced his belief that 
the United States needed first-class roads. . . . The President signed the Federal-Aid Highway 
Act of 1956 on June 29, 1956. . . . His leadership in promoting the 1956 Act and moving 
the program forward on schedule has earned President Eisenhower the title “Father of the 
Interstate System.“2 
Once a plan to build the interstates had been adopted, the state and federal bureaucracies 
involved needed to give order to the future system. Although many American drivers don’t realize this, 
a critical decision was made to use the interstates to structure the landmass of the United States into 
a rough numerical grid, with major east-west transcontinental routes given ascending even numbers, 
starting in the South with I-10 and rising to I-90 between Seattle and Boston, and major north-south 
routes given ascending odd numbers, starting with I-5 along the Pacific and ending with I-95 along 
the Atlantic. Interstates branching off the main axes received intermediate numbers—thus the first 
north-south road branching off I-95 is I-91, in New Haven, and the second is I-93, in Boston. In theory, 
once one understands the logic of the interstates, one can navigate the entire United States solely by 
reference to this numerical grid.3
The designers of the Interstate System were mostly focused on civilian concerns. They never 
discussed the relationship between numerical naming and the militarized occupation of political space.  
Nonetheless, as per the system’s name, the interstates are at least in part “Defense Highways,” built to 
facilitate the easy movement of military personnel and supplies across a vast terrain, or, to the extent 
necessary, to evacuate large numbers of civilians in the event of a conventional or nuclear attack.4 In 
Connecticut, this military imperative plays out in a unique way, based on the state’s industrial history.
A Weight-Bearing Structure 
Powered by rivers—and the demand created by the push of the United States westward—arms 
manufacturing was a primary driver of Connecticut’s early industrial economy. Shortly after the American 
Revolution, New Haven’s Eli Whitney, of cotton gin fame, garnered one of the first federal armaments 
contracts by claiming that he had developed a process for building muskets using interchangeable parts. 
Thereafter the most legendary names in arms manufacturing rose in Connecticut’s cities: Remington 
Arms in Bridgeport, Colt Patent Firearms in Hartford, and Winchester Repeating Arms (manufacturer of 
the “gun that won the West”) in New Haven. The Colt .45, the Winchester Model 1873, Ruger pistols, 
Marlin rifles, and Thompson, Browning, and Gatling machine guns all rolled off of Connecticut production 
lines, earning the state the moniker “the arsenal of democracy.” 
I-91 and I-95 connect these factories, as well as Sikorsky Aircraft in Stratford (home of the Black 
Hawk helicopter), the U.S. Navy submarine base in New London, and the original United States armory, 
the Springfield Armory, just across the border in Massachusetts. The Merge shelters in its crook the 
abandoned Winchester factory, now being partially renovated as offices and condominiums, and its 
branches point to the ruins of the Remington factory along I-95 in Bridgeport and to the campus of the 
bankrupt Colt, just off I-91 where it crosses I-84 in Hartford. 
These roads were built to bear tremendous amounts of weight—physical, historical, and 
metaphorical. Although Connecticut’s factories shipped armaments all over the world, they are most 
closely associated with the subjugation of the North American landmass extending to Connecticut’s west. 
Weight is a force, the measure of an object’s mass multiplied by its gravitational acceleration, and the 
Merge, springing from the home of the gun that won the West and giving entry into the West that the 
gun won, marks the vector of the expansionist force in American political history. The Merge’s concrete 
columns and load-bearing engineering calibrate this force; their deterioration and reconstruction 
measure the toll it has taken.  
At the upper end of New Haven’s State Street, tucked into the curves of I-91 just past the Merge, 
stands another remarkable remnant: the old A. C. Gilbert Company toy factory, which for generations 
churned out the Erector Sets that taught American children the skills of engineering while also 
constructing them as engineers, as Americans whose purpose was to go out and build interstates and 
military facilities that would further elaborate the system. Erector Sets—with their wonderfully phallic 
name—proposed themselves as a tool for teaching boys to become men, men who could raise structures, 
structures that could bear weight. This is not merely theoretical: when the United States Council of 
National Defense proposed shutting down the A. C. Gilbert factory during World War I due to rationing, 
Gilbert took the train to Washington, D.C., and convinced the council that Erector Sets were a military 
necessity due to their critical role in producing future generations of marksmen and military engineers. 
The Erector Set factory and the Winchester Arms factory, nestled into the same square mile of 
New Haven as the Merge, stand like ruined battlements, reminders of the system’s military origins and 
visual representations of the conceptual weight that the system has been engineered to bear.  
Post Road 
The highways of Connecticut are like a rubbing, bearing the impression of all that has passed over them. 
But they are also a tracing, following the routes of an earlier system, the U.S. roads, and, in particular, 
U.S. 1, the original federal road running along the Atlantic Coast.5 Between Boston and New York, U.S. 1 
is often referred to as the Post Road, or the Boston Post Road, as it was built in the seventeenth century 
to transport mail between what were then distinct colonies. (In some stretches it is still referred to as 
King’s Highway, hearkening back to an older past.)6 Communications carried along the Post Road joined 
New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts in a single conversation, which in turn became a jumping-off 
point for the narrative of the United States. 
Although colloquially only U.S. 1—the route of I-95—is referred to as the Post Road in 
Connecticut, the colonial Post Road between New York and Boston actually had a second route: it split 
in New Haven, with a second branch heading north, to Hartford. This route is now traced by I-91, which 
is therefore also a rewriting of the Post Road. The Merge thus predates both the merger of the colonies 
into the United States and the existence of the roads that currently give it form, while also post (Post) 
dating them.7
Through the construction, physical and narrative, of U.S. 1, the United States won (the “U.S. 1”)—
that is, triumphed over different forms of potential identities, one of those identities being that of the 
Quinnipiac and other Native Americans who used and named the same trails, only to disappear below the 
palimpsest of the Post Road, U.S. 1, and eventually I-95 (see Wexler, “The Merge”). The building of each 
successive layer, aided by the arms and communications flowing along the roads, did not simply efface 
or erase, however; it also reinforced and reclaimed what had come before. By looking at the construction 
of the roads, the digging they required and their rooting in the earth, we peer into that process of 
disappearance and reclamation. 
The New Canaan
Laura Wexler has written brilliantly about the Puritan visual hermeneutics that early settlers brought 
to New England: a providential manner of reading the American landscape that identified natural 
phenomena as confirmation that a Promised Land had been forsworn to God’s new chosen people.8 
Within this system, the Puritans believed indications of the divine covenant could be found in the 
physical environment. Just as Yahweh had appeared to Moses in the burning bush, the settlers, too, 
would be provided with signs affirming their dominion over a “good and spacious land” (Exodus 3:8).
This way of thinking manifested itself in many places, including in the original 1638 town plan 
for New Haven developed by its founders, Rev. John Davenport and Theophilus Eaton. The town’s 
layout of nine square blocks (arranged in a three-by-three grid) represented both the description of the 
coming Jerusalem contained in Revelation and the encampments of the tribes of Israel.9 New England 
town planning had a host of commercial, social, and sanitary motivations, but the inscription onto New 
Haven’s landscape of a Puritan, biblical reading, promising the establishment of a New Jerusalem in 
America, existed from the beginning of the political conception of the place. As Wexler notes, this very 
specific visual approach functions like a dot on a blank piece of paper, defining the spaces in which all 
subsequent non-indigenous readings evolved.10
In Connecticut, the vision of the Promised Land extended far beyond New Haven or the state’s 
current borders. King Charles II’s Charter of 1662 granted Connecticut all the land to its west between the 
41st and 42nd and 2 minutes parallels, stretching along the southern shore of Lake Erie and finally to the 
Pacific Ocean (although the colonists had no idea of the territory’s true extent at the time).11 After ceding to 
Pennsylvania the portion of the claim that ran through that state, in the 1790s Connecticut embarked on the 
development of a neighboring parcel to the west, in what is now Ohio, under the auspices of the Connecticut 
Land Company. In 1796 a team of surveyors led by Moses Cleaveland, who had studied law at Yale, set out 
to find and map this new promised land. The city of Cleveland is named after Moses.  
Connecticut eventually withdrew its formal legal claims to the territories extending further west to 
the Pacific, but the state’s arms continued to blaze the path of their subjugation. The members of Lewis and 
Clark’s 1804 expedition carried Springfield Model 1795 muskets, for which Eli Whitney of New Haven held 
the largest production contract. Over the course of the next century, Colt .45s and Winchester ’73s spilled 
rivers of blood in the name of the ever-expanding promise.  
I-84, the interstate that crosses I-91 next to the Colt factory in Hartford, has a western branch, which 
traces the last leg of Lewis and Clark’s journey along the Columbia River Gorge in Oregon. In Portland, I-84 
crosses I-5, bisecting that city according to lines first laid out in the Moses Plan, the vision for the region’s 
future prepared by another Moses, Robert Moses, at the behest of town planners during World War II.12 
Robert Moses, too, was born in New Haven. He graduated from Yale in 1909. 
The bottom of the nine-square grid of New Haven, written into the land by Puritan colonists, lines the 
Merge, which emerges from it. The Merge and the Interstate System to which it gives entry accrue meaning 
in the context of the providential readings of the landscape that have accreted there for nearly four hundred 
years. It is along these roadways that the story of Moses and the Promised Land retells itself, repeatedly, 
in concrete and steel. And it is the city plan of New Haven, a small grid feeding into the larger grid of the 
Eisenhower system, that functions conceptually and narratively as the map for that map. 
 
Moses.  
Cleveland, Ohio 



Road Signs
The Interstate System, as it spreads outward from New England and the Merge, tells a story of 
expansion and promise: the biblical promise of a “good and spacious land,” enacted by a political and 
military extension of the United States across territories that previously had been inhabited, governed, 
and claimed by others. Sitting in one’s car on I-95 in New Haven, looking out over endless miles of 
interstate that roll through and across cities, communities, hills, and fields, one sits atop a landmass 
that has been subsumed by the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways, from Maine to 
Florida, from the Atlantic to the Pacific. That is not the only story the interstates tell, but it is a story 
that becomes manifest when one sits atop the Merge.
When we look at photographs of the Merge being repaired and rebuilt, however, we can see 
something different: we can inspect that first narrative under construction. We have the opportunity 
to study how it is supported, propped up, and molded. We see the tensions that put strain on its 
coherence; we witness its disjunctures and structural weaknesses. We encounter the effort required 
to support the narrative and the forces that dictate its shape. We see the persistence of the highway 
as it cuts across other stories, other narratives. In other words, we take a critical perspective. Studying 
photographs of the Merge puts us in a position both to better understand the story it elaborates and 
to evaluate the social, ethical, and intellectual forces at play in the construction of that story.
Within the grid of the interstates, juncture points like the Merge function as LeWittian 
vectors, where two lines cross, revealing the logic of the system.13 I-95 and I-91, two roads diverging 
(occasionally, in autumn, in a yellow wood), situate us in that most American of postures, where we 
are confronted by a free choice that isn’t particularly free and isn’t really a choice. It is from this 
perspective that the rest of the American space ultimately is articulated, just as Twain’s Mississippi 
River and Beecher Stowe’s Louisiana were written from the point of view of Hartford, Connecticut, in 
the shadow of Colt Firearms and today’s I-91. 
Wherever one travels in New Haven, especially in the vicinity of the Merge, one cannot escape 
the signs in the landscape: red, white, and blue heraldic signs, shaped like shields, directing one 
forward to I-95, to I-91. These shields, these signs, are self-consciously militaristic in their rhetoric 
and revelatory in their grammar. They claim the land for the National System, and they reveal the 
path forward for those who have lost their way, toward the promise of something else, something 
undefined, further down the road. 
What the signs cannot obscure is the weight that everything beneath the highway, human and 
concrete, is asked to bear in the process of keeping the roads and their myth aloft.
Promise,
Columbia River, Oregon
The Return. 
New Haven, Connecticut 
Indians scattered on dawn’s highway bleeding
Ghosts crowd the young child’s fragile eggshell mind
Blood in the streets in the town of New Haven
—Jim Morrison, “Peace Frog”
The Merge
Laura Wexler
American highways trace networks of trade, power, ambition, and privilege that originally helped stitch 
the country together and maintain it for centuries as a settler colonial nation. In the seventeenth 
century—as European imperial powers struggled for control, longstanding Native American rivalries 
intensified, and settlers conquered and incorporated native lands—previous ethnic routes and racial 
boundaries gave way to so-called internal improvements (i.e., roads) that eased this process. When 
cotton was king and the slave power fought to expand, the blood of African-descended and indigenous 
people lubricated the routes of trade and travel. There was no need to wait for the railroads and the 
interstate system that came after. American mobility was “structured in dominance,” as the eminent 
cultural studies scholar Stuart Hall would put it, along its roadways from the start.1
Donovan Wylie initially intended to photograph the region’s empty gun factories. It is not difficult 
to see their attraction. Standing in these austere, abandoned brick buildings clarifies the cultural logic 
of centuries of Connecticut labor. These factories represent the early foundations of a colonial economy 
that from the start relied on the development and sale of weapons for its regional clout. Quick to 
understand the potential of water-powered mass industrial manufacture of guns, Eli Whitney built an 
economic base for the city of New Haven in the late eighteenth century even before his invention of the 
cotton gin. These gun factories operated in Connecticut into the twentieth century. 
Yet while traveling to the old gun manufacturing sites in New Haven, Bridgeport, and Hartford, 
Wylie was increasingly drawn instead to photograph the highways that connect them. In certain 
ways, this also is unsurprising. Wylie was photographing for two years in New Haven during the later 
phases of the construction of a spectacular merge between Interstates I-95 and I-91. Making the 
intersection meant building a vast, looping filigree of highway components that exhibit many of the 
same architectural features that have fascinated Wylie elsewhere: pillars, panels, modular construction, 
sculpted land, central and peripheral spaces, interchange, technologies of scale and control, and a stark 
post-human beauty. 
Some of Wylie’s photographs compare aspects of the gun factories with aspects of the highway 
by emphasizing the similar forms of the structural load-bearing elements that had to be fabricated for 
each. Through this juxtaposition, there comes a sense of the nearly unbearable weight of upholding an 
empire, and of the manual and mental calculation that it takes to see things through. A riveting image 
of two highway workers underneath an overpass makes a point of the physical and mental perseverance 
necessary to build it. In other images, the Connecticut highway conjures the roads and aqueducts 
of Rome. But in still others, the highway’s expansion is linked literally—through the sign on a church 
that reads “IGLESIA DE DIOS NUEVA JERUSALEM” or through the names of places (“New Haven” historically 
was short for “New Heaven”)—to the seventeenth-century Puritan dream of founding a holy empire. 
Discovering the continuing presence of this Puritan imperial past in patterns of the built environment in 
Fig. 1.  John Underhill, The Figure 
of the Indians’ Fort or Palizado 
in New England and the Maner 
of the Destroying It by Captayne 
Underhill and Captayne Mason, 
1638. Engraving, 11 ¼ × 14 ½ in. 
(28.6 × 36.8 cm). Archives and 
Special Collections, Mashantucket 
Pequot Museum and Research 
Center, Conn., MSS 52
New England, as Christopher Klatell writes in his text throughout this volume, was a startling experience 
for Wylie, who establishes that the imprint of American exceptionalism is no abstraction here. Whether 
we are cued into it or not, Cotton Mather’s 1702 demand in the Magnalia Christi Americana echoes at 
these rest stops: “I WRITE the WONDERS of the CHIRISTIAN RELIGION, flying from the depravations of 
Europe, to the American Strand; and, assisted by the Holy Author of That Religion, I do with all conscience 
of Truth, required therein by Him, who is the Truth itself, report the wonderful displays of His infinite 
Power, Wisdom, goodness, and Faithfulness, wherewith His Divine Providence hath irradiated an Indian 
Wilderness . . . whether New England may live any where else or no, it must live in our History!”  The 
record of the Puritan experiment “wherewith His Divine Providence hath irradiated an Indian Wilderness,” 
as Mather puts it, is refocused by Wylie’s photographs of the current renewal project. 
There is, however, one further twist. The reason that gun factory was connected to gun factory 
throughout colonial settlements along internal waterways and the edge of the Long Island Sound was 
because they led inland to timber and fur and out again to the Atlantic and the Triangular Trade for 
molasses, rum, and slaves. We are accustomed to looking at American history as a progressive teleology, 
moving forward from past to present to future, and so it is easy to see that successive phases of American 
highways have built upon this trail, including I-95 and I-91, which merge at this point in New Haven. But 
the path this newly upgraded artery takes along the coast also tracks backwards in time to the battlefields 
of the Quinnipiac (or Pequot) war, from the Battle of Mystic Fort in the northeast (May 2, 1637) to Saybrook 
Fort and the Fairfield Swamp Fight in the southwest (July 13–14, 1637) along the old Indian trails, and 
upward inland to Wethersfield and Windsor after Hartford declared war on the Pequot (May 1, 1637). 
The most famous of these fights was at Mystic, where English, Mohegan, and Narragansett forces 
attacked a fortified Pequot village and in one hour slaughtered more than four hundred Pequot men, 
women, and children by setting fire to their houses. Captain John Mason, commander of half the English 
forces, wrote, “Such a dreadful Terror did the ALMIGHTY let fall upon their [the Pequot’s] Spirits, that they 
would fly from us and run into the very Flames, where many of them perished. . . . GOD was above them, 
who laughed his Enemies and the Enemies of his People to Scorn, making them as a fiery Oven: Thus were 
the Stout Hearted spoiled, having slept their last Sleep, and none of their Men could find their Hands: Thus 
did the LORD judge among the Heathen, filling the Place with dead Bodies!”3
New research undertaken to locate, excavate, and preserve the battlefields of the Quinnipiac War 
has shown how extensively the Pequot fought back in multiple locations, although they were ultimately 
defeated in the very lands the conjoined highways now traverse. According to Kevin McBride of the 
Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center:
The English aggressively pursued Pequot communities who had fled their homeland, and 
systematically executed Pequot leaders and warriors, and enslaved hundreds of Pequot woman 
and children. Institutionalized slavery in New England had its foundation in the Pequot War when 
the Pequot women and children captured by the English were distributed on a per capita basis 
among the victorious colonies of Connecticut and Massachusetts Bay. Dozens of Women and 
children of status were sold into slavery in the Caribbean and elsewhere (Isle of Neves, Providence 
Isle, Bermuda).4
Their doom was sealed when Sassacus, a powerful warrior who had taken refuge at Quinnipiac (now 
New Haven), fled north just ahead of pursuing English troops and was discovered by enemy Mohegans 
and Mohawks, who subsequently killed him and sent his head to the English. McBride goes on to note: 
The Treaty of Hartford, signed on September 21, 1638, between Connecticut and their 
Mohegan and Narragansett allies, stipulated the Pequot survivors “shall no more be called 
Pequot . . . and shall not suffer them to live in that country that was formerly theirs” (Treaty of 
Hartford, Connecticut State Archives). These actions are arguably the first, but not the last act 
of genocide perpetuated on the indigenous people of English-speaking America.5
In other words, the institution of slavery in New England is rooted here, where Routes 95 and 91 
merge, and ditto for the history of Native American genocide. From that perspective, the looping 
highway in Wylie photographs is simply one more technology for bypassing and thus silencing that 
past. And, in fact, Sassacus was captured at pretty much the exact point where the highways now join.
In 1638 Captain John Underhill, who along with Captain John Mason commanded the English 
troops at the battle of Mystic, described the battle as follows:
It is reported by themselves, that there were about foure hundred soules in this Fort, and not 
above five of them escaped out of our hands. Great and dolefull was the bloudy sight to the 
view of young souldiers that never had beene in Warre, to see so many soules lie gasping on 
the ground so thicke in some places, that you could hardly passe along. It may bee demanded, 
Why should you be so furious (as some have said) should not Christians have more mercy 
and compassion? But I would referre you to Davids warre, when a people is growne to such a 
height of bloud, and sinne against God and man, and all confederates in the action, there hee 
hath no respect to persons, but harrowes them, and sawes them, and puts them to the sword, 
and the most terriblest death that may bee: sometimes the Scripture declareth women and 
children must perish with their parents; some-time the case alters: but we will not dispute it 
now. We had sufficient light from the word of God for our proceedings.6
But Underhill also made a picture to illustrate this written account. His woodcut, titled The Figure of 
the Indians’ Fort or Palizado in New England and the Maner of the Destroying It by Captayne Underhill 
and Captayne Mason (fig. 1), tells an alternative story. Underhill’s picture showing the layout of the 
fortified Pequot village, the positions of the Indian and English attackers, the points of access, and the 
conduct of the massacre over time also shows that this genocidal dehumanization was not inevitable. 
The flaming Indian space he pictures under attack is visualized in the shape of a stockaded village, 
with a center and periphery. Drawing the wigwams, and labeling them “The Indians houses,” he shows 
that he knew that the Pequot had houses and a domesticity of their own. In the label “Their Streets,” 
he acknowledges that others had a recognizable claim upon the land, a right to the concept of streets 
and the narratives they embody and entail. That is to say, he is aware that should the Pequot have 
succeeded in establishing their dominance, or even continuity, in Connecticut it could easily have been 
“their streets” and their maps that we are using now.
Wylie’s photographs of New Haven (or “New Heaven”) are markedly different in one very 
important way from the explorations of the architecture of conflict that mark his earlier books: 
The Maze, British Watchtowers, Outposts, and North Warning System. Those landscapes of containment 
and control transparently serve the aims of the strong without direct recourse to biblical eschatology. 
In A Good and Spacious Land, instead, we find ourselves in the explicit expanded realm of sacred 
time. The I-91/I-95 intersection marks the complex layering of events that established English colonial 
control over the native people and their land through a wave of genocidal violence that was long held 
by the victors to be redemptive.7 The Pequot War, writes McBride, “was the first time native people in 
eastern North America experienced the European practice of total war against civilian populations as 
well as combatants, a practice that continued as the frontier moved westward.”8 Thus the architecture 
of the highways is strikingly relevant to the historical weight of American empire, although most 
Americans who daily transit this vortex into or around New Haven are inured to it and insufficiently 
informed. That could change, however, if the myths of the American highway could be, as they are in 
Wylie’s images here, more clearly seen.
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